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  Seven-day 
 Current term Collateral- Overnight
Date accounts  deposits¹ ised loans loans

8 February 6.25 6.50 7.25 8.25
22 March 7.25 7.50 8.25 9.25
24 May 8.50 8.75 9.50 10.50

1. Central Bank key interest rate.

Table 1. Central Bank of Iceland interest 
rate decisions H1/2023 (%)

Monetary Policy Committee Report  
to Parliament  
29 June 2023

The Act on the Central Bank of Iceland stipulates 
that the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the 
Central Bank of Iceland shall submit to Parliament 
(Alþingi) a report on its activities twice a year and that 
the contents of the report shall be discussed in the 
Parliamentary committee of the Speaker’s choosing. 

The new Act on the Central Bank of Iceland, which 
entered into force on 1 January 2020, requires that the 
Monetary Policy Committee meet at least six times each 
year. Since the last report was sent to Parliament, the 
Committee has held three meetings, most recently on 
24 May 2023. The following report discusses the work 
of the Committee between January and June 2023.

Monetary policy formulation 
According to the Act on the Central Bank of Iceland, 
the principal objective of monetary policy is to pro-
mote price stability. This objective is further described 
in the joint declaration issued by the Bank and the 
Icelandic Government on 27 March 2001 as an inflation 
target of 2½%, based on the consumer price index. 
By law, the MPC takes decisions on the application of 
the Bank’s monetary policy instruments; furthermore, 
the MPC’s decisions shall be based on a thorough and 
careful assessment of developments and prospects for 
the economy, including the assessment published in 
the Bank’s Monetary Bulletin. The MPC’s statements 
and minutes, enclosed with this report, contain the 
arguments for the Committee’s decisions in the first 
half of 2023.

Developments from January to June 2023
The MPC decided at its February meeting to raise the 
Bank’s interest rates by 0.5 percentage points, to 6.5%, 

Central Bank of Iceland key interest rate�
3 January 2001 - 28 June 2023

1. The Central Bank’s key interest rate is defined as follows: the 7-day collateralised 
lending rate (until 31 March 2009), the rate on deposit institutions’ current accounts 
with the Central Bank (1 April 2009 - 30 September 2009), the average of the current 
account rate and the rate on 28-day certificates of deposit (1 October 2009 - 20 May 
2014), and the rate on 7-day term deposits (from 21 May 2014 onwards).
Source: Central Bank of Iceland.
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as the inflation outlook had worsened and it appeared 
that it would take longer than previously anticipated 
to bring inflation down again. The deterioration in the 
outlook stemmed in particular from the recently final-
ised private sector wage agreements, which entailed 
considerably larger pay rises than previously assumed. 
There was also the prospect of a larger positive output 
gap and a more accommodative fiscal stance. 

At its March meeting, the Committee decided 
to raise interest rates by an additional 1 percentage 
point, as inflationary pressures were still growing, 
price increases were ever more widespread, and the 
Bank’s real rate had fallen between MPC meetings. 
GDP growth turned out to have been strong in 2022, 
domestic demand had grown more than projected, 
and the labour market was still very tight. Under such 
circumstances, it was important to prevent a wage-
price spiral. 

According to the Bank’s new macroeconomic 
forecast, issued in May, the GDP growth outlook for 
2023 had improved markedly since February. This 
was due in large part to the prospect of stronger 
growth in domestic demand and robust activity in 
the tourism industry. Underlying inflation had con-
tinued to increase, steep price hikes could be seen in 
a steadily growing share of the consumption basket, 
and the inflation outlook had worsened. Furthermore, 
long-term inflation expectations had risen and thus 
there was greater risk that inflation would become 
entrenched. The Committee considered it important 
to prevent a wage-price spiral, particularly in view of 
the strong demand pressures in the economy and 
how soon the next round of wage negotiations would 
begin. The Committee therefore decided to continue 
tightening the monetary stance and raised interest 
rates by 1.25 percentage points. The Bank’s key rate 
was therefore 8.75% at the end of June 2023, or 2.75 
percentage points higher than at the beginning of 
the year, when the Committee sent its last report to 
Parliament.1 At the May meeting, the MPC also decided 
to increase deposit institutions’ fixed reserve require-
ment from 1% to 2%. 

The monetary stance as measured in terms of the 
Central Bank’s real rate tightened in H1/2023, in the 
wake of the increase in the key rate. In terms of the 
average of various measures of inflation and one-year 
inflation expectations, the Bank’s real rate was 1.2% at 

1. The key rate is the interest rate that is the most important determinant 
of short-term market rates and therefore is the best measure of the 
monetary stance. At present, this is the interest rate on seven-day term 
deposits with the Central Bank.

Real Central Bank of Iceland interest rates1

January 2010 - June 2023

1. From 2010 to May 2014, the nominal policy rate was the average of the current 
account rate and the maximum rate on 28-day CDs. From May 2014, the policy rate 
has been the seven-day term deposit rate. 2. Until January 2012, according to 
twelve-month inflation, one-year business inflation expectations, one-year house-
hold inflation expectations, the one-year breakeven inflation rate, and the Central 
Bank forecast of twelve-month inflation four quarters ahead. From February 2012 
onwards, according to the above criteria, plus one-year market inflation expectations 
based on a quarterly Central Bank survey. Based on data through 28 June 2023.
Sources: Gallup, Statistics Iceland, Central Bank of Iceland.

Real Central Bank of Iceland interest rate in terms of twelve-month 
inflation
Real Central Bank of Iceland interest rate in terms of various 
measures of inflation and inflation expectations²
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the end of June, or 1.5 percentage points higher than at 
the end of 2022. The real rate in terms of twelve-month 
inflation rose by 3.1 percentage points over the same 
period, to -0.1% at the end of June.

Nominal Treasury bond yields spiked early in the 
year, but at the beginning of March, yields on long-
term nominal Treasury bonds began to fall, after having 
risen virtually uninterrupted since mid-2020. The yield 
on ten-year nominal Treasury bonds was 6.1% at the 
end of June, having fallen by 0.2 percentage points 
since the beginning of the year; however, it was 0.6 
percentage points higher than at the end of June 2022. 
The yield on ten-year indexed Treasury bonds was 
around 2% at the end of June, and long-term indexed 
interest rates were therefore broadly at the end-2022 
level, albeit 1 percentage point higher than at the end 
of June 2022.

Annual growth in M3 ranged between 7% and 
9% in the first five months of the year and had eased 
somewhat relative to 2022. Households’ share in 
growth increased, whereas businesses’ share declined. 
Year-on-year growth in credit system lending to house-
holds eased in H1/2023. It measured 8.2% in April, 
down from the H2/2022 average of 9.7%. Higher inter-
est rates and tighter borrower-based measures there-
fore seem to have begun affecting household lending. 
Interest rates on non-indexed residential mortgages 
continued to rise in H1/2023, in tandem with Central 
Bank rate hikes, although deposit rates offered to 
households have risen more rapidly. Indexed mortgage 
lending rates rose marginally in H1/2023. Interest rates 
on corporate loans also rose in H1, and credit spreads 
on corporate loans have widened relative to rates on 
the deposits available to businesses. Credit system 
lending to businesses picked up early in 2022, after 
contracting in 2021. It has continued to grow strongly 
in 2023 to date, increasing by an average of 14.6% over 
the first four months of the year. 

Inflows of capital for new investment totalled 
around 37.8 b.kr. in the first five months of 2023 and 
were due almost exclusively to purchases of listed 
equities and Treasury bonds. Outflows of capital previ-
ously imported for new investment totalled 22.6 b.kr., 
mostly due to sales of listed shares. Net inflows relating 
to new investment therefore totalled 15.2 b.kr. in the 
first five months of 2023, as compared with 70.2 b.kr. 
in H2/2022.

The króna began to depreciate in autumn 2022, 
and there were general downward pressures on the 
exchange rate as the winter progressed. This proba-
bly reflected rapidly growing imports and the current 

Government-guaranteed bond yields1

2 January 2019 - 28 June 2023

1. Based on the zero-coupon yield curve, estimated with the Nelson-Siegel method, 
using money market interest rates and government-guaranteed bonds.
Source: Central Bank of Iceland.
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Credit system lending1

January 2017 - April 2023

1. Credit stock adjusted for reclassification and effect of Government debt relief 
measures. Excluding loans to deposit institutions, failed financial institutions and the 
Treasury. Companies include non-financial companies and non-profit institutions 
serving households. 
Source: Central Bank of Iceland.
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account deficit, together with a shrinking interest rate 
differential with abroad. Towards the end of January, 
however, the króna began to strengthen despite the 
continued current account deficit, as the interest rate 
differential with abroad had widened in the wake of 
increased domestic interest rate hikes, positive capital 
flows due to new investment, and optimism about tour-
ist arrivals in 2023. The exchange rate rose by over 3.4% 
in trade-weighted terms in H1/2023. The Central Bank 
sold foreign currency in the amount of 2.8 b.kr. in early 
January. This transaction, the Bank’s only intervention 
in the foreign exchange market in H1, was equivalent 
to 2.2% of market turnover during the period.

Inflation peaked at 10.2% in February, and the 
outlook deteriorated relative to December. Inflation 
has begun to ease, however, measuring 8.9% in June, 
as compared with 9.6% in December 2022, when the 
last report was sent to Parliament. Inflation averaged 
9.4% in Q2/2023, in line with the forecast in the May 
Monetary Bulletin. Inflation excluding housing meas-
ured 7.9% in June and has also subsided in recent 
months, after peaking at 8.9% in February 2023. 
Underlying inflation was 7.3%, according to the aver-
age of various measures, and has risen since December 
2022, when it measured 7%. 

The contribution of the housing component to 
headline inflation has tapered off recently, as housing 
market activity has slowed down. Owner-occupied 
housing costs were up by 13.1% year-on-year, as com-
pared with a twelve-month increase of just over 19% at 
the end of 2022. The contribution from other subcom-
ponents has increased, however.

Domestic goods prices have increased by 11.5% 
in the past twelve months, largely because of high-
er food prices, although most subcomponents have 
increased somewhat in price. Private services prices are 
up as well, by 9.4% year-on-year, and price increases 
have been spread across a range of services subcom-
ponents, although rising airfares and restaurant prices 
have weighed heavily. Therefore, given the strength of 
domestic demand, there are signs that firms are pass-
ing a sizeable share of their cost increases through to 
prices. Imported inflation increased as well in the first 
few months of the year, after having held relatively 
stable in H2/2022. Food and other imported goods, 
such as clothing and furniture, weighed heavily in the 
increase. The year-on-year rise in imported food prices 
totalled 11.6% in June and has gathered pace since 
December, when it measured 7.6%. Petrol prices fell 
in H1, however, and were down 7.7% year-on-year in 
June. 

Exchange rate and volatility of the króna�
4 January 2010 - 28 June 2023

1. Price of foreign currency in terms of the króna. Inverted axis shows a stronger 
króna as a rise. Volatility is measured by the standard deviation of daily changes in 
the past 3 months.
Source: Central Bank of Iceland.

Trade-weighted exchange rate of the króna (inverted left axis)
Volatility of the króna (right)
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Inflation outpaced forecasts in Q1, as inflationary 
pressures were stronger and more broad-based than 
previously anticipated. According to the forecast in 
the May Monetary Bulletin, inflation appears to have 
peaked. It is expected to ease gradually but not fall 
below 4% until the end of 2024. The inflation outlook 
has therefore deteriorated since December, when the 
last report was sent to Parliament. The deterioration 
of the inflation outlook is due in particular to poorer 
near-term prospects, which in turn stem from a weaker 
initial position. Furthermore, a larger positive output 
gap is expected, mainly because private consumption 
and investment are projected to be stronger. 

Inflation expectations have risen by most meas-
ures since December. Short-term inflation expectations 
have been affected by the fact that inflation has been 
more persistent than expected. According to a recent 
market expectations survey, respondents’ two-year 
inflation expectations had increased to 4.5%. According 
to Gallup’s summer surveys, households’ inflation 
expectations rose between surveys as well, to 7%, while 
corporate executives still expected inflation to measure 
5% in two years’ time.

Long-term inflation expectations have developed 
similarly: market agents’ inflation expectations five and 
ten years ahead have risen to an average of 4% over 
the next five years and 3.5% over the next ten years. 
Households expected inflation to average 6% over the 
next five years, the same as in the winter survey, while 
firms’ long-term inflation expectations had increased 
to 5%. The breakeven inflation rate in the bond market 
declined in H1/2023, however: the five-year breakeven 
rate five years ahead was just over 3% at the end of 
June, down from 3.6% at the end of December.

At the MPC’s May meeting, members agreed 
to tighten the monetary stance, as economic activity 
had been strong year-to-date and domestic demand 
was expected to grow more strongly than previous-
ly assumed. Furthermore, inflation had risen slightly 
between months, underlying inflation had continued 
to rise, and the anchoring of inflation expectations to 
target had weakened. The MPC discussed how soon 
the next round of wage negotiations were due to begin 
and how little time there was to make discernible pro-
gress. The labour market remained quite tight, unem-
ployment was low, and worker shortages were wide-
spread. In this context, Committee members discussed 
how the past few years’ developments in real wages 
in Iceland had differed from those in other advanced 
economies. Robust real wage growth was one of the 
reasons inflation had been above target for so long 

Breakeven inflation rate1

January 2018 - June 2023

1. Monthly averages.
Source: Central Bank of Iceland.
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and had apparently become persistent. The Committee 
was therefore of the view that, in view of circumstances, 
it would be necessary to tighten the monetary stance 
still further. It was important to prevent a wage-price 
spiral, particularly in view of the strong demand pres-
sures in the economy and how soon the next round 
of wage negotiations were due to begin. The outlook 
was for further rate hikes in order to ensure a better 
balanced economy and bring inflation back to target.

On behalf of the Central Bank of Iceland  
Monetary Policy Committee,

Ásgeir Jónsson

Governor of the Central Bank of Iceland  
and Chair of the Monetary Policy Committee 
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No. X/2023 
8 February 2023 

 

 

Statement of the Monetary Policy Committee  
8 February 2023 

The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the Central Bank of 
Iceland has decided to raise the Bank’s interest rates by 0.5 
percentage points. The Bank’s key interest rate – the rate on 
seven-day term deposits – will therefore be 6.5%.  
Headline inflation gained pace in January, reaching 9.9%, while 
underlying inflation remained flat at 7%. Although the housing 
market has begun to cool and global inflation has eased slightly, 
inflationary pressures are still pronounced and price increases 
widespread.  
The inflation outlook has worsened since the MPC’s last meeting, 
and although inflation has most likely peaked, bringing it back to 
target will take longer than previously anticipated. The 
deterioration in the outlook stems in particular from the recently 
finalised private sector wage agreements, which entail 
considerably larger pay rises than previously assumed. 
Furthermore, the króna has depreciated, and the outlook is for a 
larger positive output gap during the forecast horizon. Added to 
this is the prospect of a more accommodative fiscal stance than 
was provided for in the Bank’s November forecast, even though 
the fiscal deficit will narrow this year. Long-term inflation 
expectations are still well above target, and the Bank’s real rate 
has declined since the MPC’s last meeting. 
According to the Bank’s new macroeconomic forecast, year-2022 
GDP growth measured 7.1%, far above the November forecast 
and, if the forecast materialises, the strongest GDP growth rate 
since 2007. GDP growth is set to weaken in 2023 but the labour 
market is expected to remain tight, however. 
The MPC considers it likely that the monetary stance will have to 
be tightened even further in coming term so as to ensure that 
inflation eases back to target within an acceptable time frame. 
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Statement of the Monetary Policy Committee  
22 March 2023 

The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the Central Bank of 
Iceland has decided to raise the Bank’s interest rates by 1 
percentage point. The Bank’s key interest rate – the rate on seven-
day term deposits – will therefore be 7.5%.  
Inflationary pressures are still growing, and price increases are 
becoming ever more widespread. Headline inflation is currently 
10.2%, and underlying inflation is 7.2%. Long-term inflation 
expectations are still well above target, and the Bank’s real rate 
has declined since the MPC’s last meeting. The outlook is for 
inflation to be higher in the near future than was forecast in 
February, even though the housing market has cooled.  
GDP growth was strong in 2022, and well above the level the 
domestic economy can sustain in the long run. Domestic demand 
grew more than was projected in February, and indicators imply 
that it was stronger at the beginning of 2023 than previously 
anticipated. Furthermore, the labour market is very tight. 
Under these circumstances, it is important to prevent a wage-
price spiral, particularly in view of the strong demand pressures in 
the economy and the upcoming wage negotiations. The MPC will 
apply its policy instruments so as to ensure a better balanced 
economy and bring inflation back to target. 
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Statement of the Monetary Policy Committee  
24 May 2023 

The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the Central Bank of 
Iceland has decided to raise the Bank’s interest rates by 1.25 
percentage points. The Bank’s key interest rate – the rate on 
seven-day term deposits – will therefore be 8.75%.  
The Committee has also decided to increase deposit institutions’ 
fixed minimum reserve requirement from 1% to 2%.  
Economic activity has been strong in 2023 to date, and the Central 
Bank’s new macroeconomic forecast assumes that GDP growth 
will measure 4.8% this year instead of the 2.6% projected in 
February. This is due in large part to the prospect of stronger 
growth in domestic demand, although the outlook is also for 
more robust activity in the tourism industry.  
Inflation measured 9.9% in April and rose slightly between 
months. Underlying inflation is still increasing, and steep price 
hikes can be seen in a steadily growing share of the consumption 
basket. The outlook is for considerably stronger inflationary 
pressures in 2023 and 2024 than was previously assumed. 
Furthermore, long-term inflation expectations have risen and are 
well above target. Therefore, there is a greater risk that inflation 
will become entrenched. 
In light of this, it is necessary to tighten the monetary stance still 
further. It is especially important to prevent a wage-price spiral, 
particularly in view of the strong demand pressures in the 
economy and how soon the next round of wage negotiations will 
begin. Therefore, the outlook is for further rate hikes in order to 
ensure a better balanced economy and bring inflation back to 
target. 
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The Monetary Policy Committee of the Central Bank of Iceland 

Minutes of the Monetary Policy Committee meeting 
February 2023 (113th meeting) 
Published: 22 February 2023 
 
The Act on the Central Bank of Iceland states that decisions on the application of the Bank’s monetary 
policy instruments shall be taken by the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC). It also states that the 
minutes of MPC meetings shall be made public and an account given of the Committee’s decisions and 
the premises on which they are based. On the basis of this statutory authority, the MPC publishes the 
minutes of each meeting two weeks after the announcement of each decision. The minutes also include 
information on individual members’ votes. 

The following are the minutes of the MPC meeting held on 6 and 7 February 2023, during which the 
Committee discussed economic and financial market developments, decisions on the application of the 
Bank’s monetary policy instruments, and the communication of those decisions on 8 February.  

 

I Economic and monetary developments 
Before discussing monetary policy decisions, members discussed the domestic financial markets, 
financial stability, the outlook for the global economy and Iceland’s international trade, the domestic 
economy, and inflation, with emphasis on information that has emerged since the Committee’s previous 
meeting, on 23 November 2022, as published in the updated forecast in Monetary Bulletin 2023/1 on 8 
February.  

 

Financial markets  

Since the November meeting, the króna had depreciated by 2.8% in trade-weighted terms. Between 
meetings, the Bank sold foreign currency for 18 million euros (2.8 b.kr.). The Bank’s transactions during 
the period accounted for 5% of total turnover in the foreign exchange market. 

In terms of the Central Bank’s real rate, the monetary stance eased since the November meeting. In 
terms of the average of various measures of inflation and inflation expectations, the Bank’s real rate was 
-0.7%, or 0.5 percentage points lower than just after the announcement of the November interest rate 
decision. In terms of twelve-month inflation, it was -3.5% and had fallen by 0.4 percentage points over 
the same period.  

Interest rates on unsecured overnight loans (the Icelandic króna overnight rate, or IKON) and rates in 
the interbank market for krónur rose in line with the increase in the key rate in November, with turnover 
in the market totalling 15 b.kr. between meetings. Yields on long-term nominal Treasury bonds had risen 
by as much as 0.3 percentage points since the November meeting, and yields on long-term indexed 
Treasury bonds had risen by up to 0.1 percentage points. Furthermore, average non-indexed mortgage 
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lending rates had risen following the rise in the key rate in November, and average indexed mortgage 
rates had risen marginally.  

In terms of three-month interbank rates, the interest rate differential had narrowed against the euro by 
0.4 percentage points between meetings, to 4.2 percentage points, but had widened by 0.2 percentage 
points against the US dollar, to 1.9 percentage points. At the same time, the long-term interest rate 
differential versus Germany had narrowed by 0.1 percentage points between meetings, to 4.3 
percentage points, whereas the spread versus the US had widened by 0.3 percentage points, to 2.9 
percentage points. Measures of the risk premium on the Treasury’s foreign obligations had risen 
marginally between meetings. The CDS spread on the Treasury’s five-year US dollar obligations was 
0.7%, and the spread between the Treasury’s eurobonds and comparable bonds issued by Germany was 
1.1 percentage points.  

According to the Central Bank’s quarterly market expectations survey, conducted in January 2023, 
respondents expected the Bank’s key rate to rise to 6.25% in Q1 and then be lowered to 6% in Q4/2023. 
They expected it to measure 4.75% in two years’ time. This is a higher interest rate than market agents 
expected at the time of the November survey. The share of respondents who considered the monetary 
stance too loose was 28%, up from 18% in the November survey. The share who considered it 
appropriate fell from 67% in November to 56% in January, while 16% of respondents considered the 
stance too tight.  

Financial institutions’ analysts expected the MPC to raise the Bank’s interest rates by 0.5 percentage 
points, as inflation had picked up again and was widespread. Furthermore, the breakeven inflation rate 
in the bond market had risen, inflation expectations were still high, the króna had depreciated in the 
recent term, and the labour market was quite tight. They noted, however, that the real estate market had 
begun to cool and that indicators implied a slowdown in private consumption growth. 

Growth in M3 had eased slightly in H2 but measured 8.9% in December. Annual growth in credit system 
lending is estimated to have measured just over 9% at the same time, with growth easing slightly towards 
the end of the year. Annual growth in lending to businesses grew markedly in 2022 and measured 13% 
in December. 

The Nasdaq OMXI10 index had risen by 0.2% between meetings. Turnover in the Main Market totalled 
1,032 b.kr. in 2022 as a whole, nearly 3% less than in 2021. 

 

Global economy and external trade 

According to the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) late January forecast, global GDP growth is 
projected to measure 2.9% in 2023. This is 0.2 percentage points above the Fund’s October 2022 forecast 
but well below the twenty-year average. Furthermore, GDP growth is expected to increase to 3.1% in 
2024, slightly below the October forecast. Central bank interest rate hikes aimed at lowering inflation 
and Russia’s war against Ukraine continue to weigh heavily on the global economy. The rapid spread of 
COVID-19 in China also lowered year-2022 GDP growth, although the recent easing of public health 
measures by the Chinese authorities suggests that this year’s recovery will be stronger than previously 
anticipated. The IMF therefore projects that global inflation will fall from 8.8% in 2022 to 6.6% in 2023 
and 4.3% in 2024. This is somewhat higher inflation than was forecast in October. Inflation in advanced 
economies is expected to measure 4.6% this year and 2.6% in 2024, which is also above the October 
forecast.  
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According to preliminary figures from Statistics Iceland, the deficit on goods trade measured 240 b.kr. 
in 2022, as compared with a deficit of 165 b.kr. at constant exchange rates in 2021. The deficit therefore 
grew by nearly 46% year-on-year, primarily because of strong growth in imports in H2 – fuel and 
investment goods in particular. Goods export values rose 37% in 2022, with all key subcategories up 
sharply year-on-year, mainly because of steep price increases. The strongest impact was from industrial 
goods, particularly aluminium products, whose prices rose markedly in H1. At the same time, the value 
of imported goods rose by 38%, while its share in GDP in H2/2022 was the highest since 2006. All key 
subcategories of goods imports contributed to the increase in 2022, led by fuels, which rose in value by 
173% year-on-year.  

Global aluminium prices had risen by just over 3% since the MPC’s November meeting, to 2,500 US 
dollars per tonne. This is about 22% below the price seen at the beginning of February 2022, however. 
Preliminary figures from Statistics Iceland indicate that foreign currency prices of marine products rose 
by 2% quarter-on-quarter in Q4/2022 and by just under 21% year-on-year in 2022 as a whole. The global 
price of Brent crude fell by just over 5% between MPC meetings, to 84 US dollars per barrel by the time 
of the February meeting, a decline of nearly 10% relative to early February 2022. 

The real exchange rate in terms of relative consumer prices fell by 1% month-on-month in December, 
when it was 2.1% above its 25-year average but 5.9% lower than in December 2019. It rose by 3.5% year-
on-year in 2022, as the nominal exchange rate rose by 3.1%, while inflation in Iceland was 0.3 percentage 
points above the trading partner average. 
 

Domestic economy and inflation 

Private consumption grew by 10.9% year-on-year in the first three quarters of 2022. Household spending 
remained strong in Q4, although indicators suggest that year-on-year private consumption growth lost 
pace during the quarter. Furthermore, households have grown more pessimistic as inflation and debt 
service have risen, indicating that year-on-year growth in private consumption will continue to lose pace 
in Q1/2023. 

In December, the National Budget for 2023 was approved by Parliament with a deficit amounting to 3% 
of GDP. This is a larger deficit than was originally provided for in the fiscal budget proposal, and the 
outlook is for a considerably more accommodative fiscal stance than was assumed in the Bank’s 
November forecast. 

According to the results of Gallup’s winter survey, conducted in December among Iceland’s 400 largest 
firms, respondents’ assessment of the current economic situation was somewhat more negative than in 
the autumn survey. Their expectations six months ahead were also more negative than in the autumn. 
About 39% of executives – slightly fewer than in the autumn – expect economic conditions to improve 
over the next six months, while just under 40% expect them to be unchanged. In general, executives 
were more optimistic about foreign demand than about domestic demand, but their assessment is 
broadly unchanged since the autumn. The most optimistic among them were executives in 
manufacturing and in the transport, transit, and tourism sectors. 

According to the seasonally adjusted survey results, many firms were still planning to add on staff. The 
balance of opinion on staffing plans was positive by 29 percentage points, and has remained close to 
that level since the summer 2021 survey. About 54% of executives considered themselves short-staffed, 
which is still close to the historical average. Furthermore, a comparable share of respondents reported 
that their firms would have difficulty responding to an unexpected increase in demand.  
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According to the Statistics Iceland labour force survey (LFS), total hours worked increased by 5.9% year-
on-year in Q4/2022, owing entirely to a rise in the number of employed persons. The number of persons 
on the pay-as-you-earn (PAYE) register increased by about the same amount between years, or 5.7%.  

Seasonally adjusted LFS figures for Q4/2022 show that the labour participation rate rose by 1 percentage 
point between quarters, to 80.4%. The employment rate increased slightly more, and unemployment 
therefore fell marginally between quarters, measuring 3.7%. At the same time, registered unemployment 
was even lower, at a seasonally adjusted 3.4%. 

Iceland’s population grew by 3.1% year-on-year in Q4/2022. The increase is attributable for the most 
part to growth in the foreign labour force, as net inward migration of foreign nationals was positive by 
2,170 persons in Q4.  

In Q4, the general wage index rose by 9.4% between quarters and by 8.3% year-on-year. At the same 
time, real wages in terms of the index were unchanged relative to Q4/2021. 

Statistics Iceland’s nationwide house price index, published in January, rose by 0.2% month-on-month, 
after adjusting for seasonality, and by 18.2% year-on-year. The capital area house price index, calculated 
by the Housing and Construction Authority, fell by 0.4% month-on-month in December when adjusted 
for seasonality, but rose by 17.4% year-on-year. The number of purchase agreements registered 
nationwide fell by 28.4% year-on-year in 2022, while the number of contracts for new construction 
increased by 27.1% over the same period. The number of homes for sale has increased markedly in 
recent months, and the average time-to-sale in the capital area was 3.3 months in December, 
considerably more than the December 2021 figure of 0.8 months. 

The CPI rose by 0.85% month-on-month in January, and twelve-month inflation increased to 9.9%, 
thereby realigning with its July 2022 peak. Inflation excluding housing rose as well, to 8.3%. Underlying 
inflation was unchanged between December and January, however, at 7% in terms of the average of 
various measures. 

A large share of the increases in January are attributable to price and price list increases set by the public 
sector, and the price of public services has risen by 7.5% in the past twelve months. Food and beverage 
prices have continued to rise unabated and are up 10.8% over the same period. A share of the recent 
price increases is due to the depreciation of the króna. Price cuts due to winter sales pulled in the 
opposite direction, however, and the effects of the sales were slightly stronger than they were last year. 

Recent surveys show that inflation expectations are broadly unchanged between surveys by most 
measures. According to the Bank’s market expectations survey, respondents still expect inflation to 
measure 4% in two years’ time. Corporate executives and households are more pessimistic, however, 
and expect inflation to fall even more slowly. Executives still expect it to average 4% over the next five 
years, whereas households expect it to average 5% over the same period. Market agents are more 
upbeat about the long-term outlook, however. They expect inflation to average 3.5% in the next five 
years and 3.3% in the next ten years. Their expectations have also fallen marginally between surveys, as 
has the breakeven inflation rate in the bond market. The five-year breakeven rate five years ahead was 
3.6% at the beginning of February, down from an average of 3.9% in November. 

According to the updated forecast published in Monetary Bulletin on 8 February, the inflation outlook 
has deteriorated once again. Inflation is projected to average 9.5% in Q1/2023, which is 1 percentage 
point above the November forecast but in line with the August 2022 forecast. Long-term inflation 
expectations are broadly unchanged and remain well above the inflation target. It is still considered to 
have peaked but is now expected to ease considerably more slowly than was forecast in November:  
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Although pessimism about the global economy has receded, the GDP growth outlook for advanced 
economies remains poor. GDP growth in trading partner countries is expected to be only 0.6% this year, 
far below the average of recent decades. Global inflation remains high, although it has receded from last 
year’s peak. It will probably take some time to bring it back to target, as underlying inflation is still high.  

In Iceland, GDP growth measured 7.4% over the first nine months of 2022, outpacing the Bank’s 
November forecast. To a large degree, the deviation reflects Statistics Iceland’s upward revision of H1 
GDP growth. Although indicators suggest that GDP growth eased in Q4, the growth rate for 2022 as a 
whole has been revised upwards from 5.6% to 7.1% – the fastest calendar-year growth rate since 2007, 
if the forecast materialises. GDP growth is still expected to lose pace in 2023. It is estimated at 2.6%, 
slightly below the November forecast. The outlook for the forecast horizon as a whole has also 
deteriorated marginally.  

The new wage agreements are clearly costlier and more front-loaded than was assumed in the Bank’s 
last baseline forecast, and the outcome is similar to that in the alternative scenario from Monetary 
Bulletin 2022/4 providing for larger pay rises. In the last baseline forecast, wages per hour were estimated 
to have increased by 7.8% between annual averages in 2022 and were projected to rise another 6% in 
2023, for a total of 14.3% over the two years combined. They are now estimated to have risen by 8.6% 
in 2022, followed by 9.4% this year, or 18.8% over the same two-year period. 

As before, the economic outlook is highly uncertain. The global economic situation will depend in large 
part on developments in the war in Ukraine, which unavoidably affects Iceland as well. Added to this is 
pronounced uncertainty about developments in the wake of the wage agreements, which provide for 
hefty pay rises at a time of little or no productivity growth, worsening terms of trade, a weakening 
currency, and less firmly anchored inflation expectations. Under such conditions, it is possible that the 
falling exchange rate and rising wages will push inflation higher than it has been in the past decade. 
Moreover, not all wage agreements have been finalised, and pay rises could turn out larger than is 
currently anticipated. Similarly, if the new wage agreements expiring a year from now are renewed on 
terms similar to those recently negotiated, wages could rise by more in the latter half of the forecast 
horizon than is provided for in the baseline. 
 

II Decisions on the Bank’s monetary policy instruments 
The MPC discussed the monetary stance in view of economic developments and the fact that the Bank’s 
real rate had fallen since the November meeting. Members discussed whether the monetary stance was 
appropriate in view of the inflation outlook, as the Committee had decided at its November meeting to 
raise interest rates still further. At that time, both observed and underlying inflation had risen, and the 
economic outlook for 2023 had improved.  

Members noted that inflation had gained pace in January, reaching 9.9%, while underlying inflation had 
remained flat at 7%. Although the housing market had begun to cool and global inflation had eased 
slightly, inflationary pressures were still pronounced and price increases widespread. Furthermore, the 
correlation between price increases of CPI subcomponents was growing stronger.  

The Committee noted that the inflation outlook had worsened since the MPC’s last meeting, and that 
although inflation had most likely peaked, bringing it back to target would take longer than previously 
anticipated. It emerged that the deterioration in the outlook stemmed in particular from the recently 
finalised private sector wage agreements, which entailed considerably larger pay rises than had been 
assumed in November. Furthermore, the króna had depreciated, and it emerged that the outlook was 
for a wider positive output gap over the forecast horizon. MPC members noted that this was 
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compounded by the prospect of a more accommodative fiscal stance than had been provided for in the 
Bank’s November forecast, even though the fiscal deficit would narrow this year. Moreover, long-term 
inflation expectations were still well above target, and the Bank’s real rate had declined since the MPC’s 
last meeting.  

Members noted that according to the Bank’s new macroeconomic forecast, year-2022 GDP growth had 
measured 7.1%, far above the November forecast and, if the forecast materialised, the strongest single-
year GDP growth rate since 2007. The deviation was due mainly to private consumption growth, which 
had exceeded forecasts. It emerged that GDP growth was set to weaken in 2023, although the labour 
market was still expected to remain tight.  

All members agreed that the Bank’s key rate needed to be raised further, and they discussed rate 
increases ranging from 0.5-1 percentage point. The main arguments discussed centred on the significant 
worsening of the inflation outlook. Although the bleaker outlook could be traced in part to the initial 
position, owing to the steep increase in inflation in January, MPC members agreed that the January 
measurement had little effect on the decision now. What was important was that it would probably take 
longer than previously assumed to bring inflation back to target, due to steep pay rises and other signs 
of increased inflationary pressures. Inflation had remained high for some time, and consequently, there 
was greater risk of it becoming entrenched. It was pointed out that there were few signs that inflation 
had begun to subside, and the share of CPI components that had risen far in excess of the inflation 
target in the past year was still growing. Inflation excluding housing was still rising rapidly. Furthermore, 
the labour market was still considerably tight, and domestic demand was strong. The newly negotiated 
wage agreements were costlier and more front-loaded than had been assumed at the MPC’s last 
meeting. The Committee was concerned that when large pay rises coincided with a tight labour market, 
it could lead to wage drift and stronger inflationary pressures. Moreover, not all wage agreements had 
been finalised, and pay rises therefore could turn out larger than is currently anticipated. Furthermore, 
the króna had depreciated recently, which would lead to higher imported inflation, all else being equal. 
This was particularly relevant when inflation was high and inflation expectations less firmly anchored to 
the target. The impact of a weaker króna and general cost increases could therefore turn out stronger 
than in the past decade. In the same vein, it was pointed out that this would make it less likely for recent 
reductions in commodity prices to pass through to prices in Iceland. In addition to this was the prospect 
that the fiscal stance in the National Budget would be more accommodative than had been provided 
for in the fiscal budget proposal. Furthermore, the monetary stance had eased between meetings despite 
the interest rate hike at the Committee’s last meeting. 

On the other hand, there were clear signs of a slowdown in the housing market, and nominal house 
prices in greater Reykjavík had fallen marginally. The Bank’s policy actions had clearly begun to affect 
the market; for example, growth in lending to households had lost pace. Furthermore, there were signs 
of slower private consumption growth, and pessimism among households had grown in the recent term. 
It was pointed out that underlying inflation had been unchanged in January, although it was too soon 
to say whether it had peaked.  

In view of the discussion, the Governor proposed that the Bank’s interest rates be raised by 0.5 
percentage points. The Bank’s key rate (the seven-day term deposit rate) would be 6.5%, the current 
account rate 6.25%, the seven-day collateralised lending rate 7.25%, and the overnight lending rate 
8.25%. All members voted in favour of the Governor’s proposal, although Herdís Steingrímsdóttir would 
have preferred to raise rates by 0.75 percentage points.  
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It emerged at the meeting that the Committee considered it likely that the monetary stance would have 
to be tightened even further in the coming term so as to ensure that inflation eases back to target within 
an acceptable time frame. 

 
 
 
The following Committee members were in attendance: 

Ásgeir Jónsson, Governor and Chair of the Monetary Policy Committee  

Rannveig Sigurdardóttir, Deputy Governor for Monetary Policy 

Gunnar Jakobsson, Deputy Governor for Financial Stability 

Gylfi Zoëga, Professor, external member 

Herdís Steingrímsdóttir, Associate Professor, external member 

 

Thórarinn G. Pétursson, Chief Economist of the Central Bank, was present for the entire meeting. In 
addition, several Bank staff members attended part of the meeting.  

 
 
Karen Á. Vignisdóttir wrote the minutes. 
 
The next Statement of the Monetary Policy Committee will be published on Wednesday 22 March 2023.  
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The Monetary Policy Committee of the Central Bank of Iceland 

Minutes of the Monetary Policy Committee meeting 
March 2023 (114th meeting) 
Published 5 April 2023 
 
The Act on the Central Bank of Iceland states that decisions on the application of the Bank’s monetary 
policy instruments shall be taken by the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC). It also states that the 
minutes of MPC meetings shall be made public and an account given of the Committee’s decisions and 
the premises on which they are based. On the basis of this statutory authority, the MPC publishes the 
minutes of each meeting two weeks after the announcement of each decision. The minutes also include 
information on individual members’ votes. 

The following are the minutes of the MPC meeting held on 20 and 21 March 2023, during which the 
Committee discussed economic and financial market developments, decisions on the application of the 
Bank’s monetary policy instruments, and the communication of those decisions on 22 March.  

 

I Economic and monetary developments 
Before turning to monetary policy decisions, members discussed the domestic financial markets, 
financial stability, the outlook for the global economy and Iceland’s international trade, the domestic 
economy, and inflation, with emphasis on information that has emerged since the Committee’s last 
meeting, on 8 February 2023.  

 

Financial markets  

Since the February meeting, the króna had appreciated by 1.5% in trade-weighted terms. The Central 
Bank conducted no transactions in the market during the period. 

In terms of the Central Bank’s real rate, the monetary stance eased since the February meeting. In terms 
of the average of various measures of inflation and inflation expectations, the Bank’s real rate was -0.5%, 
or 0.3 percentage points lower than just after the announcement of the February interest rate decision. 
In terms of twelve-month inflation, it had fallen by 0.3 percentage points over the same period, to -3.4%.  

Interest rates on unsecured overnight loans (the Icelandic króna overnight rate, or IKON) and rates in 
the interbank market for krónur rose in line with the increase in the key rate in February, with turnover 
in the market totalling 3 b.kr. between meetings. Yields on long-term nominal Treasury bonds had risen 
by as much as 0.6 percentage points since the February meeting, while yields on long-term indexed 
Treasury bonds had only risen marginally. Furthermore, average non-indexed mortgage lending rates 
had risen following the rise in the key rate in February, and average indexed mortgage rates had risen 
marginally.  

In terms of three-month interbank rates, the short-term interest rate differential versus the euro area 
had widened by 0.5 percentage points between meetings, to 4.6 percentage points, while the spread 
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versus the US had widened by 0.6 percentage points, to 2.5 percentage points. At the same time, the 
long-term interest rate differential versus Germany had widened by 0.7 percentage points between 
meetings, to 5 percentage points, whereas the spread versus the US had widened by 0.7 percentage 
points, to 3.7 percentage points. Measures of the risk premium on the Treasury’s foreign obligations had 
risen marginally between meetings. The CDS spread on the Treasury’s five-year US dollar obligations 
was 0.8%, and the spread between the Treasury’s eurobonds and comparable bonds issued by Germany 
was 1.2 percentage points.  

Financial institutions’ analysts expected the MPC to raise the Bank’s interest rates by 0.75 percentage 
points, as inflation had picked up, price increases were widespread, and underlying inflationary pressures 
were strong. Furthermore, the breakeven inflation rate in the bond market had increased and the Bank’s 
real rate had fallen. Moreover, the labour market was tight and domestic demand could prove more 
resilient than expected. Analysts mentioned, however, that the króna had strengthened recently and that 
higher interest rates and tighter borrower-based measures had cooled the housing market. 

Growth in M3 had eased slightly in H2/2022 but measured 9.2% in January 2023. At the same time, 
annual growth in credit system lending to households was estimated at just under 10%. Year-on-year 
growth was still strong, but net new lending to households had begun to ease. Annual growth in 
corporate lending had continued to gain pace, measuring about 14.8% in January. 

The Nasdaq OMXI10 index had fallen by 4.8% between meetings. Turnover in the Main Market totalled 
171 b.kr. in the first two months of 2023, just over 3% less than during the same period in 2022. 

 

Global economy and external trade 

According to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) mid-March 
forecast, global GDP growth is set to measure 2.6% this year and 2.9% in 2024. This is 0.4 and 0.2 
percentage points more, respectively, than in the OECD’s November 2022 forecast, but is still below the 
average of recent decades. Global economic activity has proven more robust year-to-date than the 
OECD had expected in November, and labour market conditions have remained favourable, supporting 
private consumption growth. Furthermore, expectations about the economic situation have improved, 
and leading indicators suggest that economic activity has gained pace in major advanced economies. A 
major factor in this is the slide in global energy and commodity prices, which contributes to the decline 
in global inflation and has a positive effect on households’ purchasing power. In addition, the relaxation 
of public health measures in China and the ensuing improvement in the economic outlook there will 
have a positive impact on the global economy. On the other hand, financial conditions have deteriorated 
in line with the continued rise in central bank interest rates. The OECD expects inflation in the G20 
countries to ease from last year’s 8.1% to 5.9% this year, slightly below its November forecast. In addition, 
inflation is projected to fall to 4.5% in 2024, or 0.9 percentage points lower than in the previous forecast.  

According to preliminary figures from Statistics Iceland, the deficit on goods trade measured 28 b.kr. in 
the first two months of 2023, as compared with a deficit of 10 b.kr. at constant exchange rates over the 
same five-month period in 2022. Imported goods values increased by 13% at constant exchange rates 
in the first two months of 2023, and all key subcomponents of imports apart from transport equipment 
are still growing markedly. At the same time, exported goods values rose by around 2% at constant 
exchange rates, due to the offsetting effects of higher marine and industrial goods export values and 
lower aluminium and ferrosilicon values, which declined because of falling prices. 
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Global aluminium prices fell by 10% after the MPC’s February meeting, to just over 2,200 US dollars per 
tonne, about a third below the March 2022 price. Preliminary figures from Statistics Iceland indicate that 
foreign currency prices of marine products fell by 0.5% month-on-month in January but had risen by 
12% year-on-year. The global price of Brent crude fell by 12% between MPC meetings, to 74 US dollars 
per barrel by the time of the March meeting, about 36% below the March 2022 price. The recent decline 
in oil prices is due largely to increased global economic uncertainty following the collapse of a few 
financial institutions in the US earlier in March. 

The real exchange rate in terms of relative consumer prices rose by 1.6% month-on-month in January, 
when it was 3.1% above its 25-year average but 5.8% lower than in December 2019. In the first two 
months of 2023, it was down by 3.6% compared with the same period in 2022, as the nominal exchange 
rate of the króna was 5.5% lower and inflation in Iceland was 2.2 percentage points above the trading 
partner average. 

 

Domestic economy and inflation 

According to preliminary figures published by Statistics Iceland at the end of February, GDP growth 
measured 3.1% in Q4/2022, somewhat below the forecast in the February Monetary Bulletin. For the 
most part, the deviation is due to the fact that Statistics Iceland no longer includes intellectual property 
with services trade, whereas if it had been included, GDP growth would have measured 6.7%, thereby 
exceeding the forecast. Domestic demand remained relatively strong during the quarter, even though 
the pace eased slightly. National expenditure increased by 3.4% in Q4 and was therefore stronger than 
forecast, if public consumption and residential investment are excluded.  

GDP growth measured 6.4% in 2022, as compared with the Bank’s forecast of 7.1%, but it would have 
measured 6.6% if intellectual property had been included. Last year’s GDP growth is attributable to a 
strong increase in private consumption and investment. According to Statistics Iceland’s figures, private 
consumption growth was in line with the February forecast and investment growth somewhat above it. 
Exports were up 20.6% year-on-year and imports by 19.7%, and the contribution from net trade was 
therefore negative by 0.1 percentage points.  

Key indicators of developments in private consumption in Q1/2023 suggest continued strong demand. 
Year-on-year growth in payment card turnover was robust, exceeding expectations. Households are still 
relatively pessimistic according to the Gallup Consumer Confidence Index, which averaged 96.5 points 
in January and February. Nevertheless, they are slightly less pessimistic than in Q4/2022, when the index 
averaged 93.7 points.  

According to the results of Gallup’s spring survey, conducted in February and March among Iceland’s 
400 largest firms, respondents’ attitudes towards the current economic situation were slightly more 
negative than in the winter survey. Their expectations six months ahead were also negative, albeit less 
so than in the winter, as just under 28% of executives expected the economic situation to improve in six 
months’ time, a somewhat larger share than in the winter. Nearly 35% of executives expected economic 
conditions to deteriorate in the next six months. Executives were marginally more optimistic about 
domestic demand and far more optimistic about foreign demand than in the winter survey, particularly 
those in miscellaneous specialised services and retail and wholesale trade. 

Companies’ earnings prospects have deteriorated since the autumn survey, with only a fourth of 
executives expecting this year’s profits to exceed those in 2022, while a third of them expected profits 
to be lower this year. Some 32% of firms saw their margins contract in the previous six months, while 
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26% of firms’ margins increased. Executives’ expectations about margins in the next six months had also 
worsened, with a third of respondents expecting margins to contract over the period and another 44% 
expecting them to remain unchanged. Furthermore, the number of executives expecting to invest more 
this year than in 2022 declined between surveys, although 52% of respondents expect their investment 
to remain unchanged year-on-year. 

The seasonally adjusted results of Gallup’s spring survey show that firms still expect to recruit large 
numbers of workers, although they have scaled down their plans since the previous survey. The balance 
of opinion on staffing plans (i.e., firms planning to recruit as compared with those planning 
redundancies) was positive by 18 percentage points, whereas it had been positive by 28 percentage 
points in the winter survey. Nevertheless, it was still a full 10 percentage points above its historical 
average. About 44% of executives considered themselves short-staffed, a somewhat smaller share than 
in the previous survey but still large in historical context. The share of companies operating at close to 
full capacity rose between surveys, though, to 58%, and is therefore near its historical peak of 60%.  

The wage index rose by 0.2% month-on-month in January and by 8.6% year-on-year, and real wages 
were 1.3% lower during the month than at the same time in 2022. According to preliminary figures from 
Statistics Iceland, the wage share (wages and related expenses relative to gross factor income) was 59.2% 
in 2022, or 1.2 percentage points lower than in 2021 and 0.5 percentage points below the twenty-year 
average. Statistics Iceland revised salaries and related expenses downwards, mostly in 2020 and 2021; 
therefore, the increase in 2022 was somewhat smaller than had been assumed in the Bank’s February 
forecast. 

Statistics Iceland’s nationwide house price index, published in late February, declined 0.2% month-on-
month when adjusted for seasonality, but rose 15.9% year-on-year. The capital area house price index, 
calculated by the Housing and Construction Authority, was flat month-on-month in January when 
adjusted for seasonality, but rose by 14.9% year-on-year. The number of purchase agreements 
registered nationwide fell by 42% year-on-year in January, while the number of contracts for new 
construction declined by nearly 62% over the same period. The average time-to-sale in the capital area 
was 4.2 months in January, considerably more than the January 2022 figure of 0.8 months, as the number 
of homes for sale has increased significantly in recent months. 

The CPI rose by 1.39% month-on-month in February, and twelve-month inflation increased to 10.2%, its 
highest since September 2009. Inflation excluding housing also rose in February, to 8.9%. The difference 
between inflation including and excluding housing has shrunk recently. Underlying inflation also 
increased between months, to 7.2% according to the average of various measures. 

As is customary at this time of year, end-of-sale effects were discernible in February, and the price of 
clothing, footwear, furniture, and housewares rose. Furniture and housewares prices rose well in excess 
of end-of-sale effects. Food prices continued to rise and are now more than 12% higher than they were 
a year ago. The price of various subcomponents of services has increased as well, and private services 
prices are now up 7.6% year-on-year. Price increases were therefore very widely distributed in February. 

Households’ and businesses’ two-year inflation expectations were unchanged, according to Gallup’s 
spring survey. Corporate executives expect inflation to measure 5% in two years’ time, while households 
expect it to measure 6%. Businesses’ long-term inflation expectations were unchanged as well, at 4%, 
whereas households’ long-term expectations rose, and they now expect inflation to average 6% over the 
next five years. The breakeven inflation rate in the bond market had risen since the Committee’s February 
meeting, and the five-year breakeven rate five years ahead was around 3.7% in mid-March. 
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II Decisions on the Bank’s monetary policy instruments 
The MPC discussed the monetary stance in view of economic developments and the fact that the Bank’s 
real rate had fallen since the February meeting. Members discussed whether the monetary stance was 
appropriate in view of the inflation outlook, as the Committee had decided at its February meeting to 
raise interest rates still further. At that time, inflation had risen and the inflation outlook had continued 
to deteriorate. The bleaker outlook stemmed mainly from the recently finalised private sector wage 
agreements, which entail considerably larger pay rises than previously assumed, and the prospect of a 
larger positive output gap and a more accommodative fiscal stance. 

Committee members noted that inflationary pressures were still growing and price increases were 
becoming ever more widespread. Headline inflation was currently 10.2%, and underlying inflation was 
7.2%. Moreover, long-term inflation expectations were still well above target, and the Bank’s real rate 
had declined since the MPC’s last meeting. The Committee discussed the outlook for inflation, which 
was set to be higher in the near future than had been forecast in February, even though the housing 
market had cooled. 

Members noted that GDP growth had been strong in 2022, and well above the level the economy could 
sustain in the long run. Furthermore, domestic demand had grown more than was projected in February, 
and indicators implied that it was stronger at the beginning of 2023 than had previously been 
anticipated. Furthermore, the labour market was tight. 

All members agreed that the Bank’s key rate needed to be raised further, and they discussed rate 
increases ranging from 0.75-1 percentage point. The main arguments expressed were that inflationary 
pressures were still considerable and the domestic economy strong. Domestic demand had been more 
resilient than expected, and large pay rises and tension in the labour market manifested themselves in 
increased cost pressures. Committee members agreed that the concerns expressed at the February 
meeting, which centred on the inflationary impact of wage agreements and the depreciation of the króna 
at the beginning of the year, had apparently materialised. It seemed that a large proportion of the 
increased cost pressures had been passed directly through to the price level, and there was the risk that 
this would continue in coming months. Given the strength of overall demand, it was possible that last 
year’s decline in global oil and commodity prices and the reduction in shipping costs would be less likely 
to lead to lower prices in Iceland. Furthermore, inflation was still on the rise in many trading partner 
countries. It emerged that growth in credit system lending to businesses was still gaining pace in spite 
of interest rate hikes, and that the majority of the loans bore variable interest rates. Nominal year-on-
year growth in total credit system lending was therefore still strong even though net new lending to 
households had lost pace. The MPC also discussed the fiscal stance and the forthcoming fiscal plan, but 
as had emerged at the February meeting, the outlook was still for a more accommodative fiscal stance 
than had previously been assumed. As a result, the MPC considered it apparent that few factors were in 
place at present that would dampen the strength of the domestic economy. However, housing market 
activity had slowed down, and it was clear that the Bank’s actions affected the market. Members also 
discussed the past few weeks’ unrest in international financial markets. They noted that poorer financial 
conditions could accelerate the downturn in economic activity and that inflation could therefore fall 
faster than was currently projected. The Committee was therefore of the view that the global economic 
outlook had grown more uncertain.  

In the Committee’s opinion, it was vital to make discernible progress quickly, given how widespread 
inflation was, how high inflation expectations were, and how little time there was until the next wage 
agreements. Members therefore considered it crucial to ensure that inflation would fall swiftly and 
reliably in the near future, even though the measures taken could have a substantial impact on economic 
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activity. It was essential to push back against the second-round effects of cost increases on the price 
level that now appeared to have emerged, and to ensure that the monetary stance would tighten quickly.  

In view of the discussion, the Governor proposed that the Bank’s interest rates be raised by 1 percentage 
point. The Bank’s key rate (the seven-day term deposit rate) would be 7.5%, the current account rate 
7.25%, the seven-day collateralised lending rate 8.25%, and the overnight lending rate 9.25%. All 
Committee members voted in favour of the proposal. 

Members agreed that under these circumstances, it was important to prevent a wage-price spiral, 
particularly in view of the strong demand pressures in the economy and the upcoming wage 
negotiations. The MPC would apply its policy instruments so as to ensure a better balanced economy 
and bring inflation back to target. 

 

 

 

The following Committee members were in attendance: 

Ásgeir Jónsson, Governor and Chair of the Monetary Policy Committee  

Rannveig Sigurdardóttir, Deputy Governor for Monetary Policy 

Gunnar Jakobsson, Deputy Governor for Financial Stability 

Herdís Steingrímsdóttir, Associate Professor, external member 

Ásgerdur Ósk Pétursdóttir, Assistant Professor, external member 

 

Thórarinn G. Pétursson, Chief Economist of the Central Bank, was present for the entire meeting. In 
addition, several Bank staff members attended part of the meeting.  

 
 
Karen Á. Vignisdóttir wrote the minutes. 
 
The next Statement of the Monetary Policy Committee will be published on Wednesday 24 May 2023.  
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The Monetary Policy Committee of the Central Bank of Iceland 

Minutes of the Monetary Policy Committee meeting 
May 2023 (115th meeting) 
Published 7 June 2023 
 
The Act on the Central Bank of Iceland states that decisions on the application of the Bank’s monetary 
policy instruments shall be taken by the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC). It also states that the 
minutes of MPC meetings shall be made public and an account given of the Committee’s decisions and 
the premises on which they are based. On the basis of this statutory authority, the MPC publishes the 
minutes of each meeting two weeks after the announcement of each decision. The minutes also include 
information on individual members’ votes. 

The following are the minutes of the MPC meeting held on 22 and 23 May 2023, during which the 
Committee discussed economic and financial market developments, decisions on the application of the 
Bank’s monetary policy instruments, and the communication of those decisions on 24 May.  

 

I Economic and monetary developments 
Before discussing monetary policy decisions, members discussed the domestic financial markets, 
financial stability, the outlook for the global economy and Iceland’s international trade, the domestic 
economy, and inflation, with emphasis on information that has emerged since the Committee’s last 
meeting, on 22 March 2023, as published in the new forecast and analysis of uncertainties in Monetary 
Bulletin 2023/2 on 24 May.  

 

Financial markets  

Since the March meeting, the króna had depreciated by 0.6% in trade-weighted terms. The Central Bank 
conducted no transactions in the market during the period. 

In terms of the Central Bank’s real rate, the monetary stance had eased since the March meeting. In 
terms of the average of various measures of inflation and one-year inflation expectations, the Bank’s real 
rate was 0.3%, or 0.2 percentage points lower than just after the announcement of the March interest 
rate decision. In terms of twelve-month inflation, however, it was -2.2% and had risen by 0.3 percentage 
points over the same period.  

Interest rates on unsecured overnight loans (the Icelandic króna overnight rate, or IKON) and rates in 
the interbank market for krónur rose in line with the increase in the key rate in March, but there had 
been no turnover in the market since the MPC’s last meeting. Yields on long-term nominal Treasury 
bonds had fallen by 0.6 percentage points since the March meeting, whereas yields on long-term 
indexed Treasury bonds were virtually unchanged. Furthermore, average non-indexed mortgage lending 
rates had risen following the rise in the key rate in March, and average indexed mortgage rates had 
increased marginally.  
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In terms of three-month interbank rates, the short-term interest rate differential had widened by 0.7-0.8 
percentage points between meetings, to 5.3 percentage points versus the euro area and 3.3 percentage 
points versus the US. At the same time, the long-term interest rate differential had narrowed by 0.7-0.8 
percentage points, to 4.2 percentage points versus Germany and 2.9 percentage points versus the US. 
Measures of the risk premium on the Treasury’s foreign obligations had fallen marginally between 
meetings. The CDS spread on the Treasury’s five-year US dollar obligations was 0.6%, and the spread 
between the Treasury’s eurobonds and comparable bonds issued by Germany was 1.1-1.4 percentage 
points.  

According to the Central Bank’s quarterly market expectations survey, conducted in May 2023, 
respondents expected the Bank’s key rate to rise to 8.5% in Q2 and then begin to fall in Q1/2024. They 
expected the key rate to be 8.25% one year ahead and 6% two years ahead. The share of respondents 
who considered the monetary stance too loose had more than doubled between surveys, from 28% to 
66%. The share who considered it appropriate declined accordingly, from 56% to 17%, while another 
17% considered the monetary stance too tight. 

Financial institutions’ analysts expected the MPC to raise the Bank’s interest rates by 1 percentage point, 
on the grounds that inflation had been more persistent than expected and increasingly broad-based. 
Furthermore, underlying inflation had continued to rise and inflation expectations were still high, and it 
was important to bring expectations down because of how soon the next round of wage negotiations 
was set to begin. They also mentioned the tight labour market, strong demand, and the improved 
outlook for year-2023 GDP growth. On the other hand, there were signs that demand could ease in 
coming months.  

Year-on-year growth in M3 slowed marginally at the beginning of the year and measured 9% in March. 
The weight of household deposits in year-on-year growth increased again, while growth in corporate 
deposits eased, although it remains robust. Year-on-year growth in household lending eased at the same 
time, measuring 8.5% in March, while corporate lending growth remained strong, at 13.9% year-on-year 
as of March. According to the lending survey conducted by the Central Bank in April, commercial banks 
assume that the supply of credit to businesses will decline somewhat in the next six months. 

The Nasdaq OMXI10 index had fallen by 7.4% between meetings. Turnover in the Main Market totalled 
312 b.kr. in the first four months of 2023, some 28% less than over the same period in 2022. The 
difference between years is due in large part to the March 2022 auction of a portion of the State’s 
holding in Íslandsbanki. 

 

Global economy and external trade 

According to the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) April forecast, global GDP growth is projected to 
shrink from 3.4% in 2022 to 2.8% in 2023 and then ease upwards to 3% in 2024. This output growth rate 
is broadly in line with the Fund’s January 2023 and October 2022 forecasts, but far below the twenty-
year average. According to the forecast, growth will subside particularly in advanced economies, falling 
from 2.7% in 2022 to 1.3% in 2023. Global GDP growth could turn out even weaker this year, however, 
if there is further turmoil in the financial markets. According to the likely alternative scenario presented 
by the IMF, global output growth could fall to around 2.5% this year and dip below 1% in advanced 
economies if such turmoil materialises. The IMF forecasts that global inflation will subside from 8.7% in 
2022 to 7% in 2023, in tandem with the decline in global commodity prices. For 2024, global inflation is 
forecast at 4.9%. The Fund is of the opinion that underlying inflation will probably ease more slowly, 
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however. Furthermore, in most cases inflation will not fall back to central bank targets until 2025 at the 
earliest. 

According to preliminary figures from Statistics Iceland, the deficit on goods trade measured 45 b.kr. in 
Q1/2023, as compared with a deficit of 20 b.kr. at constant exchange rates over the same period in 2022. 
Export values rose by 1% year-on-year during the quarter, reflecting an increase in the value of marine 
products and pharmaceutical and medical equipment, offset by a decrease in the value of aluminium 
and ferrosilicon as a result of lower prices. At the same time, goods imports rose in value by 12%, with 
all key import components still growing rather strongly, apart from transport equipment. 

Global aluminium prices had declined by just over 1% since the MPC’s March meeting, to about 2,200 
US dollars per tonne, which is one-fourth below the May 2022 price. Preliminary figures from Statistics 
Iceland indicate that foreign currency prices of marine product exports fell by 1.2% quarter-on-quarter 
in Q1/2023 but were around 13% higher than in the same quarter of 2022. The global price of Brent 
crude rose by 2% between MPC meetings, to 77 US dollars per barrel by the time of the May meeting. 
Nevertheless, this is about a third below the May 2022 price. 

The real exchange rate in terms of relative consumer prices rose by 1.4% month-on-month in April, when 
it was 7.6% above its 25-year average but 1.8% lower than in December 2019. In Q1/2023, it was down 
by 2.1% compared with the same period in 2022, as the nominal exchange rate of the króna was 4.5% 
lower and inflation in Iceland was 2.7 percentage points above the trading partner average. 

 

Domestic economy and inflation 

According to the seasonally adjusted results of Gallup’s spring survey among executives from Iceland’s 
400 largest companies, 30% of firms were planning to recruit staff in the next six months, and only 12% 
were planning to downsize. The balance of opinion is therefore positive by 18 percentage points, or 
more than 10 percentage points above the historical average, even though it has narrowed relative to 
the winter survey. Furthermore, 44% of respondents considered their firms short-staffed, and 58% were 
of the opinion that they would have difficulty responding to an unexpected increase in demand.  

According to the Statistics Iceland labour force survey (LFS), total hours worked rose by 4.4% year-on-
year in Q1/2023, as the number of employed persons increased by 4% and the average work week was 
longer by 0.4%. Seasonally adjusted job numbers and hours worked increased only marginally between 
quarters, after strong job growth in Q4/2022. The number of workers on the pay-as-you-earn (PAYE) 
register rose accordingly, and seasonally adjusted figures show that employment in most sectors is 
broadly back to the pre-pandemic level.  

According to seasonally adjusted LFS data, the labour participation rate fell quarter-on-quarter by 0.1 
percentage points and the employment rate by fell by 0.2 percentage points in Q1/2023. Unemployment 
therefore rose by 0.1 percentage points between quarters, to 3.7%. The LFS measure of the slack in the 
labour market increased more between quarters, however. Nevertheless, it, like unemployment, is still 
½ a percentage point lower than just before the pandemic hit Iceland. Seasonally adjusted registered 
unemployment continued to fall, however, to 2.6% by April, its lowest since summer 2018. 

Iceland’s population grew by 3.6% year-on-year in Q1/2023. The increase is due mostly to immigration, 
as net migration of foreign nationals was positive by 2,790 persons during the quarter. 

The general wage index rose by 3.5% between quarters in Q1, and by 8.9% year-on-year, while real 
wages rose 1% quarter-on-quarter but fell by 1% year-on-year. 
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Key indicators of developments in private consumption in Q1/2023 suggest continued strong growth 
during the quarter. Payment card turnover in Iceland and abroad grew markedly between years in Q1, 
and the Gallup Consumer Confidence Index suggests that consumers are slightly less pessimistic than 
they were in H2/2022. The Central Bank’s baseline forecast therefore assumes considerably stronger 
private consumption growth in Q1 than was projected in February. 

Statistics Iceland’s nationwide house price index, published in late April, rose by 1.2% month-on-month, 
after adjusting for seasonality, and by 12.4% year-on-year. The capital area house price index, calculated 
by the Housing and Construction Authority, rose by 0.2% month-on-month in April when adjusted for 
seasonality, but rose by 8.6% year-on-year. The number of purchase agreements registered nationwide 
fell by 25.5% year-on-year in the first four months of 2023, and the number of contracts for new 
construction declined by 29.4% over the same period. The average time-to-sale in the capital area was 
5.4 months in April, considerably more than the April 2022 figure of 0.9 months, as the number of homes 
for sale has increased significantly in recent months.  

The CPI rose by 1.31% month-on-month in April, pushing twelve-month inflation up slightly, to 9.9%. 
Inflation excluding housing rose as well, to 8.7%. Underlying inflation also increased between months, 
to 7.5% according to the average of various measures. 

The main driver of the April rise in the CPI was the cost of owner-occupied housing. House prices rose 
month-on-month throughout the country but increased the most in regional Iceland. Food and 
beverage prices continued to climb in April, when the year-on-year increase measured 12.5%. Private 
services also jumped in price between months, driven largely by the rise in airfares. In the past year, 
however, price increases have been distributed across a large number of services items. 

According to the Central Bank’s market expectations survey, respondents’ two-year inflation 
expectations have risen since the previous survey and now measure 4.5%. Their long-term inflation 
expectations have also risen between surveys. Market participants expect inflation to average 4% over 
the next five years – the highest measurement since 2013 – and 3.5% over the next ten years. However, 
the breakeven inflation rate in the bond market has fallen since the last MPC meeting. The ten-year 
breakeven rate was just over 4% in mid-May, after falling by ½ a percentage point between meetings, 
and the five-year breakeven rate five years ahead had fallen by a similar amount over the same period. 

According to the forecast published in Monetary Bulletin on 24 May 2023, the outlook is for inflation to 
ease more slowly than previously projected. Underlying inflation has increased, and steep price hikes 
can be seen in a steadily growing share of the consumption basket. Although offset by declining global 
inflation, domestic inflationary pressures are strong, and more so than was assumed in the Bank’s 
February forecast. As a result, the outlook is for inflation to exceed that forecast in both 2023 and 2024. 
This is due largely to a more unfavourable initial position, but also to greater demand pressures in 2023, 
albeit mitigated by a stronger króna. According to the forecast, inflation will exceed 8% throughout this 
year. It will not fall below 4% until late in 2024 and will not fall below 3% until well into 2026. 

Although trading partner GDP growth has softened recently, it has been more resilient than was assumed 
in the February forecast. The GDP growth outlook for 2023 has therefore improved. Nevertheless, growth 
is still expected to be sluggish in 2023 and 2024, averaging about 1% per year. Global inflation has fallen, 
but underlying inflation remains high, indicating that there is still some ground to cover before measured 
inflation can be brought back to target.  

Preliminary figures from Statistics Iceland indicate that GDP growth in Iceland measured 6.4% in 2022, 
the strongest growth rate since 2007. It was driven by a surge in domestic demand – especially private 
consumption, which grew by 8.6% year-on-year. GDP growth was slightly below the Bank’s February 
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forecast, however, reflecting, on the one hand, less favourable external trade and the effects of changes 
in Statistics Iceland’s treatment of intellectual property in the pharmaceuticals sector, and on the other, 
stronger growth in domestic demand. GDP growth for Q1/2023 appears to have far outpaced the 
February forecast and therefore looks set to exceed it for the year as a whole as well. This year’s GDP 
growth is now projected at 4.8%, as compared with 2.6% in the February forecast. This mainly reflects 
the impact of stronger growth in domestic demand, plus improved prospects for tourism and the effects 
of the above-mentioned methodological changes by Statistics Iceland. The outlook for output growth 
in the coming two years is more or less unchanged from the February forecast, however.  

The global economic situation has been unusually uncertain for quite some time and still remains so. 
The shocks of recent years have been numerous and unprecedented: a global pandemic and war in 
Europe led to severe supply chain disruptions and soaring energy and commodity prices, which the 
global economy is still grappling with. The global economic outlook could therefore be overestimated. 
The same is true of the domestic inflation outlook, as the anchoring of inflation expectations to the 
target has weakened, thereby exacerbating the risk of larger pass-through of exchange rate and wage 
shocks, which in turn increases the risk that a wage-price spiral will develop. 

 

II Decisions on the Bank’s monetary policy instruments 
The MPC discussed the monetary stance in view of economic developments and the decline in the Bank’s 
real rate since the March meeting. Members discussed whether the monetary stance was appropriate in 
view of the inflation outlook, as the Committee had decided at its March meeting to raise interest rates 
still further. At that time, inflationary pressures had continued to grow, the Bank’s real rate had fallen, 
and domestic demand had grown more than anticipated. 

Committee members noted that economic activity had been strong in 2023 to date and that the Central 
Bank’s new macroeconomic forecast assumed that GDP growth would measure 4.8% this year instead 
of the 2.6% projected in February. This was due in large part to the prospect of stronger growth in 
domestic demand, although the outlook was also for more robust activity in the tourism industry. 

The MPC noted that inflation had measured 9.9% in April, after rising slightly between months. It 
emerged that underlying inflation was still increasing and that steep price hikes could be seen in a 
steadily growing share of the consumption basket. Members noted as well that the outlook was for 
considerably stronger inflationary pressures in 2023 and 2024 than had previously been assumed. They 
also observed that long-term inflation expectations had risen and were well above target. Thus, there 
was a greater risk that inflation would become entrenched. 

All members agreed that the Bank’s key rate needed to be raised further, and they discussed rate 
increases ranging from 1-1.5 percentage points. The main arguments expressed were that inflationary 
pressures were still growing and the domestic economy remained quite strong. Although monetary 
policy had clearly had an impact on the housing market, there were few other definite indications of a 
turnaround. There were signs that firms’ cost increases were being passed through to the price level to 
a large extent, as domestic demand was strong. Furthermore, the real rate had fallen between meetings, 
although it was slightly positive. The MPC was also concerned about how soon the next round of wage 
negotiations were due to begin and how little time there was to make discernible progress. The labour 
market remained quite tight, unemployment was low, and worker shortages were widespread. In this 
context, Committee members discussed how the past few years’ developments in real wages in Iceland 
had differed from those in other advanced economies. Real wages had risen far more in Iceland in 2020-
2021 and had fallen less in H2/2022 than in Iceland’s main trading partner countries. Robust real wage 
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growth was therefore one of the reasons inflation had been above target for so long and had apparently 
become persistent. Committee members also discussed the fiscal stance, and asserted that tighter fiscal 
policy would support monetary policy and result in a more effective economic policy mix. Furthermore, 
they agreed that all else being equal, with a more favourable policy mix, interest rates might not have 
to be raised as high and the opportunity cost in the form of weaker economic activity might turn out 
lower in the long term than it would be otherwise. 

It was pointed out that there were several countervailing factors that could cause demand to weaken 
rapidly. Households had drawn down their accumulated savings more quickly than previously estimated 
in order to finance increased consumption, and the outlook was for a slowdown in private consumption 
growth. Housing market activity had eased, and financial conditions were growing tighter. Moreover, a 
large share of households would be faced with mortgage interest rate reviews in the coming term and 
could expect their debt service burden to rise, all else being equal. It was also pointed out that the impact 
of recent rate hikes had not yet come fully to the fore. 

The MPC considered it important to bring inflation and inflation expectations down over the course of 
the current year. High inflation expectations could lead to higher wage demands in the upcoming 
negotiation round, and large pay rises could lead to a wage-price spiral, particularly if demand were still 
strong enough to make it easy to pass cost increases through to prices. This could result in even more 
persistent inflation, which would necessitate larger rate hikes and rates would have to be higher over a 
longer period of time. In view of this, it would be better to raise interest rates now and take larger steps, 
in order to make progress sooner than to take smaller steps and be faced with the need to keep interest 
rates high for a longer period of time. Although it could put strain on the real economy in the short run, 
it would be beneficial in the long run to bring inflation down rapidly, and then be able to start cutting 
rates sooner than would otherwise be possible. If bringing inflation and inflation expectations under 
control required an abrupt cooling of the economy, that was what would be done.  

Members discussed whether deposit institutions’ minimum reserve requirements should be increased, 
as the MPC had decided in March 2020 to lower them to give those institutions greater flexibility to 
respond to the changed circumstances brought on by the pandemic. Members were of the view that 
increasing minimum reserve requirements would lead to a rise in deposit institutions’ marginal funding 
costs, which would reduce their scope for lending, all else being equal. They agreed, however, that 
increasing reserve requirements would not substitute for an increase in interest rates, which were the 
main monetary policy instrument.  

In view of the discussion, the Governor proposed that deposit institutions’ fixed reserve requirement be 
increased from 1% to 2%. All Committee members voted in favour of the proposal. It also emerged that 
if the need arose, the MPC could decide later to apply reserve requirements to a greater extent. 

The Governor also proposed that the Bank’s interest rates be raised by 1.25 percentage points. The 
Bank’s key rate (the seven-day term deposit rate) would be 8.75%, the current account rate 8.5%, the 
seven-day collateralised lending rate 9.5%, and the overnight lending rate 10.5%. Ásgeir Jónsson, 
Rannveig Sigurdardóttir, Ásgerdur Ósk Pétursdóttir, and Herdís Steingrímsdóttir voted in favour of the 
proposal. Gunnar Jakobsson voted against the Governor’s proposal and wanted to raise rates by 1 
percentage point, as he was of the opinion that the impact of previous rate hikes had not yet fully come 
to the fore and a larger rate increase was therefore not necessary at this time. 

It emerged at the meeting that, in view of circumstances, it would be necessary to tighten the monetary 
stance still further. The Committee considered it especially important to prevent a wage-price spiral, 
particularly in view of the strong demand pressures in the economy and how soon the round of next 
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wage negotiations was due to begin. In the MPC’s opinion, the outlook was therefore for further rate 
hikes in order to ensure a better balanced economy and bring inflation back to target. 

 

 

 

The following Committee members were in attendance: 

Ásgeir Jónsson, Governor and Chair of the Monetary Policy Committee  

Rannveig Sigurdardóttir, Deputy Governor for Monetary Policy 

Gunnar Jakobsson, Deputy Governor for Financial Stability 

Herdís Steingrímsdóttir, Associate Professor, external member 

Ásgerdur Ósk Pétursdóttir, Assistant Professor, external member 

 

Thórarinn G. Pétursson, Chief Economist of the Central Bank, was present for the entire meeting. In 
addition, several Bank staff members attended part of the meeting.  

 
 
Karen Á. Vignisdóttir wrote the minutes. 
 
The next Statement of the Monetary Policy Committee will be published on Wednesday 23 August 2023.  
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Vaxtaákvörðun á tímum mikillar innlendrar 
eftirspurnar og mikilla verðbólguvæntinga

Við vaxtaákvörðun peninga-
stefnunefndar í mars 2023 voru vextir 
hækkaðir um 1 prósentu. Meginvextir 

bankans fóru úr 6,5% upp í 7,5%. Peninga-
stefnunefnd taldi þessa hækkun nauðsynlega 
til að minnka verðbólguþrýsting og senda 
skilaboð um að nefndin muni gera það sem 
þarf til að koma verðbólgu í markmið. Við 
vaxtaákvörðunina var verðbólga 10,2% sem er 
vel yfir 2,5% markmiði Seðlabankans.

Þróttmikil innlend eftirspurn
Innlend eftirspurn og efnahagsumsvif 
hafa verið kröftug á Íslandi, sérstaklega 
einkaneysla og fjárfesting og nýjustu vís-
bendingar um þróun einkaneyslu benda 
til að hún sé enn kröftug. Mikil innlend 
eftirspurn hefur leitt til meiri hagvaxtar á 
Íslandi en hefur verið í flestum okkar við-
skiptalöndum. Eins og kom fram í síðustu 
yfirlýsingu peningastefnunefndar þá er 
hagvöxtur hér á landi vel umfram það sem 
þjóðarbúskapurinn getur staðið undir til 
lengdar.

Framleiðsluspenna
Sumir gætu velt fyrir sér hvernig hagvöxtur 
geti verið of mikill, hvort að mikill hag-
vöxtur sé ekki eftirsóknarverður. Hagkerfi 
getur þó nýtt framleiðsluþætti sína umfram 
það sem er skilvirkt. Sem dæmi um ofnýt-
ingu framleiðsluþátta er þegar framleiðslu-
tæki er nýtt til fullnustu þannig að ekki er 
tekinn tími til að sinna nauðsynlegu viðhaldi 
eða að starfsfólk þurfi að vinna yfirvinnu. 
Þetta er ekki ástand sem hagkerfið getur 
staðið undir til lengdar. Þegar hagvöxtur 
er umfram það sem er skilvirkt þá myndast 
framleiðsluspenna sem á endanum leiðir til 
verðbólguþrýstings.

Framleiðsluspennan hér á landi kemur 
skýrt fram í niðurstöðum könnunar Gallup 
meðal stjórnenda 400 stærstu fyrirtækja 

landsins. Þar kemur fram að 58% fyrirtækja 
starfi nálægt hámarksframleiðslugetu. Því 
má gera ráð fyrir að þau fyrirtæki séu að 
ofnýta framleiðsluþætti sína og eigi erfitt 
með að bregðast við aukinni eftirspurn. 
Starfsemi nálægt hámarksframleiðslugetu 
leiðir til aukins þrýstings á verðlag. Vaxta-
hækkun er því nauðsynleg til að hægja á 
innlendri eftirspurn.

Jafnframt sýna niðurstöður könnunar 
Gallup að 44% stjórnenda telji að skortur 
sé á starfsfólki.

Þessi skortur getur leitt til þess að starfs-
fólk vinni lengri vinnudag eða fái ekki 

nægilega hvíld sem getur haft neikvæð áhrif 
á heilsu þess. Það getur einnig leitt til þess 
að fyrirtæki þurfi að sætta sig við að ráða 
starfsfólk sem ekki passar endilega best fyrir 
starfið sem aftur hefur áhrif á framleiðni.  
Skortur á vinnuafli leiðir alltaf til spennu 
á vinnumarkaði og launaþrýstings þar sem 
fyrirtæki þurfa að borga hærri laun til að 
laða til sín starfsfólk. Til lengri tíma litið 
þá leiðir launahækkun umfram framleiðni-
vöxt til aukins verðbólguþrýstings. Því er 
vaxtahækkun nauðsynleg til að hægja á inn-
lendri eftirspurn og koma á meira jafnvægi 
á vinnumarkaði.

Ásgerður Ósk 
Pétursdóttir
Lektor í hagfræði við 
Háskólann í Bath

Ísland á sér sögu um mikla verðbólgu.  
Því geta svokölluð fyrstu umferðar  

áhrif ytri sveiflna haft hröð áhrif á verð-
bólguvæntingar og leitt til þess að fyrir-

tæki hækki verð þrátt fyrir að verða  
ekki fyrir beinum kostnaðarauka

 Ljósmynd: Bára Huld Beck.
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Samanburður við Bretland
Áhugavert er að bera saman spennu á vinnu-
markaði á Íslandi og í Bretlandi. Í báðum 
löndunum var tveggja stafa verðbólgu um 
miðjan marsmánuð og í báðum löndum 
búa fyrirtæki við skort á vinnuafli sem hefur 
leitt til launa- og verðbólguþrýstings. Hins 
vegar er ástæðan fyrir skorti á starfsfólki í 
Bretlandi framboðsvandi á vinnumarkaði 
og hefur starfandi fólki fækkað miðað við 
stöðuna árið 2019. Þessi fækkun er meðal 
annars vegna breytinga á innflytjendalögum 
og veitingu atvinnuleyfa í kjölfar útgöngu 
Bretlands úr Evrópusambandinu. Minni 
atvinnuþáttaka stafar einnig af því að hluti 
þeirra sem eru 50 ára eða eldri ákvað að 
fara út af vinnumarkaði í kjölfar heimsfar-
aldursins. Spennan á vinnumarkaði á Bret-
landi er því ekki vegna aukinnar innlendrar 
eftirspurnar enda hagvöxtur mælst mun 
minni á Bretlandi en á Íslandi og hagkerfið 
þar aðeins nýlega náð sömu stærð og það 
var fyrir heimsfaraldurinn.

Á móti kemur að á Íslandi hefur ekki 
verið merki um framboðsvanda á vinnu-
markaði. Fjöldi starfandi hefur vaxið um 
11% frá árinu 2019 og heildarvinnu-
stundum fjölgað um 8%. Aldrei áður hafa 
jafnmargir verið starfandi, þrátt fyrir það er 
skortur á vinnuafli sem sýnir hversu mikil 
innlend eftirspurn er.

Hækkun vaxta til að hægja  
á innlendri eftirspurn

Ofangreint er skýrt dæmi um að það er 
ekki nóg að hafa upplýsingar um verðbólg-
utölur ef bera á saman vaxtastig og stærð 
vaxtahækkana í mismunandi löndum. Það 
þarf einnig að skilja undirliggjandi ástæður 
verðbólguþrýstings. Verðbólguþrýstingur 
sem stafar af framboðsvanda getur verið 
margslunginn og vaxtatæki seðlabanka er 
ekki alltaf best til fallið að hægja á verð-
bólgu við þær aðstæður. Hins vegar sýna 
fræðin og reynslan að hækkun vaxta er öfl-
ugt tæki til að hægja á innlendri eftirspurn. 
Þegar eftirspurnarverðbólga er til staðar, 
eins og er á Íslandi núna, þá er hækkun 
vaxta mikilvæg.

Verðbólguþrýstingur
Verðbólga á Íslandi er á mjög breiðum 
grunni og verðhækkanir ná til æ fleiri 
þátta. Verðhækkanir flestra undirliða eru 
einnig vel umfram 2,5% verðbólgumark-
mið Seðlabankans. Sem dæmi þá sýndu 
nýjustu tölur við síðustu vaxtaákvörðun að 
tæplega helmingur af neyslukörfu vísitölu 
neysluverðs hafði hækkað um meira en 
10% milli ára.

Við mat á verðbólguþrýstingi leit pen-
ingastefnunefnd einnig til talna um undir-
liggjandi verðbólgu og verðbólguvæntingar. 

Við mat á undirliggjandi verðbólgu eru 
undanskildir sveiflukenndir og tímabundnir 
þættir sem peningastefnan á erfitt með að 
hafa bein áhrif á. Ef kjölfesta verðbólgu-
væntinga er sterk þá ætti undirliggjandi 
verðbólga að haldast við verðbólgumark-
miðið þó að mæld verðbólga fari umfram 
það vegna tímabundinna sveiflna. Mælingar 
sýna hins vegar að undirliggjandi verð-
bólga er enn að aukast og var hún 7,2% 
við vaxtaákvörðun og allir mælikvarðar á 
verðbólguvæntingar sýna að þær eru vel 
yfir markmiði.

Verðbólguvæntingar
Þegar kjölfesta verðbólguvæntinga er 
stöðug við 2,5% markmið Seðlabankans 
þá leiðir frávik á mældri verðbólgu frá 
markmiði ekki til langvarandi verðbólgu. 
Við þær aðstæður haga fyrirtæki og fjár-
málamarkaðir verðlagningu sinni og starfs-
fólk launakröfum sínum í samræmi við 
2,5% verðbólgu. Þessir aðilar breyta því 
ekki hegðun sinni þrátt fyrir tímabundna 
aukningu mældrar verðbólgu. Við þessar 
aðstæður er auðveldara fyrir seðlabanka að 
halda verðbólgu við markmið og þarf ekki 
mikla breytingu á vöxtum til að bregðast 
við sveiflum.

Kjölfesta verðbólguvæntinga er jafnan 
veikari í löndum sem hafa búið sögulega 
við mikla verðbólgu. Verðbólguvæntingar 
geta því aukist og verðlagning og launa-
kröfur breyst hratt í kjölfar sveiflna og 
aukningu mældrar verðbólgu. Seðlabankar 
í þeim löndum þurfa því að byrja að hækka 
vexti fyrr og hækka vexti meira til að slá 
á væntingar samanborið við seðlabanka í 
löndum þar sem verðbólga hefur sögulega 
verið lítil.

Ísland á sér sögu um mikla verðbólgu. 
Því geta svokölluð fyrstu umferðar áhrif 
ytri sveiflna haft hröð áhrif á verðbólgu-
væntingar og leitt til þess að fyrirtæki hækki 
verð þrátt fyrir að verða ekki fyrir beinum 

kostnaðarauka. Mikilvægt er við slíkar 
aðstæður að herða taumhald peningastefn-
unnar og leyfa verðbólguvæntingum ekki að 
aukast. Hærri verðbólguvæntingar geta leitt 
til seinni umferðaráhrifa og kostnaðarsamrar 
víxlverkunar launa og verðlags.

Verðbólguvæntingar eru nú þegar vel 
umfram verðbólgumarkmið og síðasta 
verðbólgumæling fyrir vaxtaákvörðun gaf 
vísbendingu um að fyrirtæki hleypi auknum 
launakostnaði beint út í verðlag. Því er 
mikilvægt að bregðast hart við til að ná 
tökum á verðbólguvæntingum og draga úr 
væntingardrifnum launakröfum sem missa 
strax virði sitt vegna þess verðbólguþrýstings 
sem þær valda. Vaxtahækkanir ásamt fram-
sýnni leiðsögn eru mikilvægar við þessar 
aðstæður.

Peningastefnan
Peningastefnunefnd leitast við að hafa taum-
hald peningastefnu nægilegt í ljósi verðbólgu-
horfa. Raunvextir eru neikvæðir og höfðu 
lækkað frá fundi nefndarinnar í febrúar. 
Hægja þarf á innlendri eftirspurn til að slaka 
á framleiðsluspennu í hagkerfinu. Brýnt er að 
ná sem fyrst marktækum árangri í baráttunni 
við verðbólgu og verðbólguvæntingum niður 
fyrir komandi kjarasamninga. Því þurfti að 
auka taumahald peningstefnunnar. Vaxta-
hækkunin þann 22. mars var mikilvægt skref 
í þá átt.

Mikilvægt er að allir leggist á eitt í bar-
áttunni við verðbólguna. Kostnaður vegna 
óhóflegrar verðbólgu er gífurlegur og hefur 
neikvæð áhrif á hagkerfið til lengri tíma litið. 
Peningastefnunefnd mun gera það sem þarf 
til að ná verðbólgumarkmiði.

Höfundur er ytri nefndarmaður í peninga-
stefnunefnd Seðlabanka Íslands. Þær skoðanir 
og ályktanir sem koma fram í þessari grein þurfa 
ekki að endurspegla viðhorf annarra nefndar-
manna. 

 Ljósmynd: Aðsend.
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March 27, 2001 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Declaration on inflation target and a change in the exchange rate policy 
 
 
(From March 27, 2001 – as amended by agreement between between the Prime Minister of 
Iceland and the Board of Governors of the Central Bank of Iceland on November 11, 2005, 
cf. Press release no. 35/2005) 

 
On March 27, 2001 the Prime Minister and the Governors of the Central Bank of Iceland 
signed a declaration on changes in the framework of monetary policy in Iceland. The 
declaration is as follows: 

 
The Government of Iceland and the Central Bank of Iceland have decided the following 
changes in the framework of monetary policy in Iceland, effective March 28, 2001: 

 
(1) The main target of monetary policy will be price stability as defined below. The Central 
Bank shall also promote financial stability and the main objectives of the economic policy of 
the Government as long as it does not deem it inconsistent with the Bank’s main objective of 
price stability. 

 
(2) Rather than basing monetary policy on keeping the exchange rate within a fluctuation 
band, the Central Bank will aim at keeping inflation within defined limits as specified below. 

 
(3) The change described above implies that the fluctuation limits for the króna are 
abolished. Nevertheless, the exchange rate will continue to be an important indicator in 
the conduct of monetary policy. 

 
(4) The Government grants full authority to the Central Bank to use its instruments in 
order to attain the inflation target. 

 
(5) Later this week, the Government will submit to Parliament a bill on a new Central Bank 
Act which, once enacted, will legally confirm the decisions described above on making price 
stability the main objective of monetary policy and on the independence of the Central Bank 
to use its instruments. 

 
(6) The inflation target of the Central Bank will be based on 12-month changes in the 
consumer price index as calculated by Statistics Iceland. Statistics Iceland will also be asked 
to calculate one or more indices which may be used to assess the underlying rate of 
inflation, as will be further agreed between the Central Bank and Statistics Iceland. The 
Central Bank will take note of such indices in its assessment of inflation and in the 
implementation of monetary policy. 
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(7) The Central Bank will aim at an annual inflation rate of about 2½ per cent. 
 

(8) If inflation deviates by more than 1½ percentage point from the target, the Central Bank 
shall bring it inside that range as quickly as possible. In such circumstances, the Bank will 
be obliged to submit a report to the Government explaining the reasons for the deviations 
from the target, how the Bank intends to react and how long it will take to reach the inflation 
target again in the Bank’s assessment. The report of the Bank shall be made public. 

 
(9) The Central Bank shall aim at attaining the inflation target of 2½ percent not later than 
by the end of 2003. In the year 2001, the upper Declaration on inflation target and a change 
in the exchange rate policy limit for inflation shall be 3½ percentage points above the 
inflation target but 2 percentage points above it in the year 2002. The lower limit for 
inflation will always be 1½ percentage point below the inflation target. Should inflation 
move outside the target range in 2001 and 2002, the Bank shall respond as set out in item 8 
above. 
 
(10)  Despite the elimination of the fluctuation limits for the króna, the Central Bank will 
intervene in the foreign exchange market if it deems such action necessary in order to 
promote the inflation objective described above or if it thinks that exchange rate 
fluctuations might undermine financial stability. 
 
(11)  The Central Bank shall publish inflation forecasts, projecting inflation at least two 
years into the future. Forecasts shall be published in the Bank’s Monetary Bulletin. This 
shall also contain the Bank’s assessment of the main uncertainties pertaining to the inflation 
forecast. The Bank shall also publish its assessment of the current economic situation and 
outlook. 

 
[Amended text by agreement between the Prime Minister of Iceland and the Board of 
Governors of the Central Bank of Iceland on November 11, 2005] 

 
(12) The Central Bank shall in its publications explain how successful it is in implementing 
the inflation target policy. The Governors will also report to the Minister, the Government 
and committees of the Parliament on the policy of the Bank and its assessment of current 
economic trends and prospects. 
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